THERMAL IMAGERY THE ULTIMATE
Vir jakkals jag, jy kry nie beter nie, this is the ultimate thermal for jackal control,
observation at night, it is without a doubt a real winner and the retail prices of these
thermals it is fantastic value for money.

This is a real fine piece of equipment, unlike
night vision that has an infra-red beam of
light that jackals can see, this is thermal, it
has no infra - red signature at all, and you
are 100% covert. It can film what you see and
has sound, can be selective between colour
and black or white vision, takes video or
photos and has no extra batteries that add
weight to normal night vision. It has a screen
on your cell phone that you look through. It is
awesome, look at this link for the 13B part of
predator calling, you will see an in depth
article of my units here under GENERAL

http://www.africanpredator.com/predatorcallinginfo.html
The thermal is called THERM APP, you
download the APP to your cell phone and hook
up the thermal, and it is dead easy to use and
has AWESOME vision in darkness and in the
day. I enjoy simple to use equipment, and to
record just push a button on the screen!
Contact Joseph if you need to know
more, buying a Thermal you always take
chances and think maybe you will make a
mistake and find it’s no good or you
cannot see a jackal at 250-270m, if so
don’t worry, you will have made a great choice buying this unit, it is awesome.
Look at my website at the above link, go to general and scan down to a new 13B
part series, part 13B will cover this thermal in a BIG WAY, you also get 12 parts
of calling FREE and no e books, it is free, have a look, great reading.
I used night vision for a long time, problem is night vision is hard on your eyes,
they are under strain, with thermal and a screen, you say good bye to eye strain.

A few things really appeal to me in a big way regarding this model – they made
me decide on this model, here is the main reasons;
It does not need lots of batteries, if you use night vision we need a battery for
the 12v infra-red illuminator / spotlight on the chair, and / or the battery for the
illuminator on the night vison, then a battery for the infra-red laser, and these
batteries are all different sizes, so now we have NO batteries, ONLY one that
powers your cell phone, no others at all!
Then this model can film and take photos WITH NO extra units to be fitted to it
unlike many other thermals, it also has sound and colour! And at the touch of
your finger you can turn the face on the screen to show either white or black
images, it takes less than one second to set it! It has a zoom and what is
awesome is I can take a picture and within seconds with the thermal I can sms
or email it while I sit scanning on my chair at night!
ONE MAJOR plus factor is, you can scan when the light drops at night so
nothing can walk past you till you start to call at a stand, thermal is awesome,
and unlike night vision that you can’t switch on in the daytime, this unit you can
switch on in the day or night! It can also scan through mist!

It is slim and light and has a NICE carry handle! Simple to operate and is just
light years ahead of bigger and bulky thermals, for a general jackal hunter this
unit will observe jackals coming into a call from easily 270m away.
If you need any info on this product I am always available to answer any
questions you may have. OR contact CIS at the above info on the photos.
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